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 THE JOURNAL OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC

 Volume 64, Number 4, Dec. 1999

 CARDINAL PRESERVING IDEALS

 MOTI GITIK AND SAHARON SHELAH

 Abstract. We give some general criteria, when K-complete forcing preserves largeness properties-like

 sc-presaturation of normal ideals on i (even when they concentrate on small cofinalities). Then we quite

 accurately obtain the consistency strength "NSA is R I-preserving", for A > 12.

 We consider the notion of a sc-presaturated ideal which was basically introduced
 by Baumgartner and Taylor [3]. It is a weakening of presaturation. It turns out

 that this notion can be preserved under forcing like the Levy collapse. So in order
 to obtain such an ideal over a small cardinal it is enough to construct it over an

 inaccessible and then just to use the Levy collapse.

 The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 the notions are introduced and
 various conditions on forcing notions for the preservation of sc-presaturation are

 presented. Models with NSA cardinal preserving are constructed in Section 2. The
 reading of this section requires some knowledge of [6, 7, 9].

 The results of the first section are due to the second author and second section to
 the first.

 The authors are grateful to the referee of the paper for his remarks and corrections.

 Notation. NS, denotes the nonstationary ideal over a regular cardinal ic > No,
 NS' denotes the NS,, restricted to cofinality A, i.e.

 {X c K I x n { a < K I cf o = u }ENSK},

 D denotes a normal filter over a regular cardinal A = A(D) > No,

 D+ = { A C A I 7 0 modulo D, i.e. Ai-A D}.
 DQ for a forcing notion Q, such that IFQ "A(D) is regular" is the Q-name of the
 normal filter on A(D) generated by D. By forcing with D+ we mean the forcing
 with D-positive sets ordered by inclusion.

 ?1. sc-presaturation and preservation conditions. The definitions and the facts
 1.1-1.5 below are basically due to Baumgartner-Taylor [3].

 DEFINITION 1. 1. A normal filter (or ideal) D over A is ,-presaturated if

 IFD+ "every set of ordinals of cardinality < s, can be covered

 by a set of V of cardinality A".

 Received June 15, 1994; revised February 11, 1998.

 ? 1999, Association for Symbolic Logic
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 1528 MOTI GITIK AND SAHARON SHELAH

 Let us formulate an equivalent definition which is much easier to use.

 DEFINITION 1.2. A normal filter D on A is i'-presaturated, if for every scO < s, and
 maximal antichains I, { A: i < i, }, i.e.

 AA E D+, [i 4j== Alan AJ a D+], (VA E D+)(:i <ia)AnAA E D+)
 (for oa < 'o) for every B E D+ there is A* E D+ such that A* C B and

 (Vae < Ko) If i < iae: A* n Aa E- D+ }

 FACT 1.3. If ,c <i,

 (V(H < A) [(O)' < A], { i < A: cf i > c } (E D,

 D is i-presaturated, then in 1.2 we can find A** such that

 Va < i:!i< iaA** nAa E D+.

 PROOF. First pick A * as in the definition. For every oa < iio let (B | < i

 be an enumeration of

 {Aa n A* I i < i A n A* E D+}.
 Without loss of generality min By' > r. For v < A, oa < iio let I, (v) be the least z
 such that v E Bg if such z exists and -1 otherwise. Define f: A -* A by

 f (v) U TQ (v)

 Then there are 0 < A and a D-positive subset A' of A* such that f"(A') {0}.
 Since 0<' < A, using once more the Fodor Lemma, we can find A** C A' as
 required.

 DEFINITION 1.4. A normal ideal or filter on A is i'-preserving if and only if

 (a) I is precipitous
 (b) IkF+ "Ki is a cardinal".

 REMARKS.

 (1) If s = A+, then such an ideal is called presaturated. This notion was introduced
 by Baumgartner-Taylor [3].

 (2) It is unknown if for ,. > co, (b) may hold without (a). But if 22 = A+, then
 (b) =* (a).

 (3) Every precipitous ideal is [I+ +-preserving.

 PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose that K. < A are regular, 22 = A+ and D is a normal ideal
 over A. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

 (a) D is not i-presaturated;

 (b) IPD+ Cf A+ < ec;
 (c) the forcing with D+ collapses all the cardinals between A+ and some cardinal

 < ec;

 (d) D is not I'-preserving;
 (e) a generic ultrapower of D is not well founded or it is well founded but it is not

 closed in VD+ under less than I'-sequences of its elements;

 If in addition 2<K < A then also
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 CARDINAL PRESERVING IDEALS 1529

 (f) the forcing with D+ adds new subsets to some ordinal < i.

 PROOF. (b) ==: (c) since ID+ = A+. The direction (c) ==v (a), (b), (d), (e), (f)
 are trivial. If -i(b) holds, then, as in [3], also -1(a) holds. --(a) implies -(d), -1(e)
 and -(f).

 We are now going to formulate various preservation conditions.

 LEMMA 1.6. Suppose that s < A are regular cardinals, D a normalfilter on). =
 A(D), Q a forcing notion IFQ "A regular" and DQ denotes the normalfilter on ) in
 VQ which D generates.

 Then DQ is i-presaturated in VQ provided that for some K

 (*)KQ K is a structure with universe IKI, unitary function T = TK, and partial

 unitary functions pi = p/K such that

 (a) for t e K, T(t) e D+;

 (b) pi (t) is defined if and only if i E T(t);
 (C) Tt = TK i EE T(t): pi(t) E GQ } C A is notforced to be 0 modulo DQ;
 (d) if q IFQ "T E (DQ) "for some q E Q then there is s, s e K, pi(s) q and

 IHQ C T;
 (e) if (*) < ', for a < s(*) Y, C K is such that { T(t): t E Y,} is a maximal

 antichain of D+ such that

 [t E Y, s E Yfi, a > /3(=--IC E D)(Vi E C n T(t) n T(s))

 pi (s ) -< pi (t]

 andT e D+ then there iss, s E K, T(s) C Tandtherearey, C YQ, yI A?
 for a < s(*) such that

 [a < t.(*), x E Y, y, == T(x) n T(s) 0 modulo D]

 and

 Va < s(*) (Vx z y,)(3C E D)(Vi E C n T(x) n T(s)) [pi(x) < pi(s)].

 PROOF. Let ,(*) < ,c, and I, {A:i < i, } (for < (*)) be Q-names
 of maximal antichains of (DQ)+ (as in Definition 1.2) (i.e., IHQ "I, is a maximal
 antichain".

 We define by induction on oa < ,.(*) YQ, h, such that
 (i) Y, C K, { T(t) : t E Y, } a maximal antichain of D+;
 (ii) for every ,< ae, t E Yfi, s E Y, for some C E D

 i E c n T(s) n T(t) pi (t) < pi(s));

 (iii) h,: Yc, -* ordinals, and 1- "zr C A'(t)" for t E Y,.

 Using (g) pick s and ( Y, oI < c(*) ). Then -c will be as required in Definition
 1.2. -

 DEFINITION 1.7.

 (1) Gm(D, y, a) (where a C y) is a game which lasts y moves, in the ith move if
 i E a player I, and if i V a player II, choose a set Ai E D+, Ai C Aj modulo
 D for j < i. If at some stage there is no legal move, player I wins, otherwise
 player II wins.
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 1530 MOTI GITIK AND SAHARON SHELAH

 (2) If weomita,itmeansa = {2i + 1:2i + 1 < y}.
 (3) Gm'(D, y, a) is defined similarly, but for player II to win, nAf A 0 has to

 hold as well.

 By Galvin-Jech-Magidor [4], the following holds.

 PROPOSITION 1.8. D isprecipitous ifplayerIhasno winningstrategy in Gm+ (D, co).

 PROPOSITION 1.9. Suppose K < i are regular cardinals, V( < A [<` < A], D a
 normalfilter on A, Q aforcing notion, IHQ "A is a regular" and DQ denotes the normal

 filter on A in VQ which D generates. Let (*)2KQ denote the following:

 (a) K is a partial order, elements of K are of the form pi (P: i E T ), where
 T = T is D-positive and pi E Qfor i E T. For 1, q E K, j > q if and only if

 Tp C Tq andfor every i E Tf, pi > qi in the ordering of Q;
 (b) if p E K, thenrp = { i E T : pi E GQ} is notforced to be empty modulo D;
 (c) if T is a Q-name, T n -p not forced to be empty modulo D, then for some q E K,

 > ?p and IKQ "rq C T";
 (d) (I) if pa (pa i E T' ) (a < a(*) < A) is an increasing sequence in

 K andn<,(*, T' E D+ then there is an upper bound in K or (II) if pa
 (a < a(*) < s) is a sequence from K, T E D+, T =O<Q(*) T',

 [a < fS, i E Tc' n Tfl=# p'>P < Pi ]

 then there is p* E K, Tp* C T,

 [i E T' n T>* '> pi < pi];

 (e) for every q E Q, T such that q IF "z E (DQ)+" there is 1P E K, pi > q and
 q IF C r;

 (f) ( 0Q I i < A) E K, where OQ is the minimal element of Q.

 If (*)2KQ holds then

 (1) if D is i'-presaturated in V, {8: cf86 > r, (in V) } E D, then DQ is ,-
 presaturated in VQ.

 (2) If player II wins in Gm(i , D, y) in V (y < A,), Q i'-complete then he wins in
 Gm(A, D, y) in VQ provided that

 (*)D.KQ
 (a) 1 E K a> pi IK 6 "r p 0 modulo D Q"for i E Tp
 (b) for every S E D+ and 1E K if S C Tp then

 pi IF S nzp : 0moduloIDQ.
 In particular Q preserves D+ -ness.

 (c) (*) XQ.
 (3) The same holds if we replace "The player II wins" by "Player I does not have

 winning strategy" or the game Gm(A, D, y) is replaced by Gm+(A, D, y).

 PROOF.

 (1) Let r,(*) < E,, I , { An: i < is, } (a < r,(*)) be r,(*) Q-names of maximal
 antichains of D+ as mentioned in the definition of ic-presaturitivity (i.e., it is forced
 that they are like that).

 We define by induction on oa < ? (*), YQ, j(v) and 13" (v E YQ) such that
 (i) Y, is a set of sequence of ordinals of length ae;
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 CARDINAL PRESERVING IDEALS 1531

 (ii) P~eK;
 (iii) ,C < ar, v E Y, implies vC E Yf, pi~ll < pv (i.e., T" C T''ll), [i E

 TV) PIIA < PZ 1;
 (iv) Yo ={}, p() (p) :1< i) p= 0Q (the minimal element);
 (v) for s limit,

 Y6 = { : q a sequence of ordinals ig(q) =(, (Vi < s) 1i e Y1 };

 (vi) { TV: v E Y, } is a maximal antichain;
 (vii) for ae limit, v E Y.,

 T" = n T 1a';

 (viii) for i E F', v E Y+?, pi' 1FQ "i A

 There is no problem to do this for ae limit, (vi) is preserved as

 V? < A [ON < A]

 and {5 a cf s > r, } E D by an assumption and Fact 1.3.

 Now as D is sc-presaturated there are B E D+, Y, C YQ, yI < A, such that

 [v E YQ-y, '> B n T V D+].

 So there is C E D such that

 (Va < ,(*))(Vvl :4 V2 E yce) [TI') n T'2 n c = 0].

 Let

 B'I n U (T c n C),
 a<N(*) vcya,

 then B' D B modulo D, hence B' E D+.
 Apply (d) and get F*.
 (2) Let us provide a winning strategy for player II. Let G C Q be generic over

 V without loss of generality the players choose Q-names for their moves. We will
 now describe the- strategy of player II in V[G].

 Player II also chooses Ti, tU (j E a, i < y), according to the moves. Player II
 preserves the following (for a fixed winning strategy F of player II in Gm(D, y, a)
 in V).

 (*) the plays (A i < y* < y ) and (T : i < y* ) so far satisfy
 (a) ( Ti i < y* ) is a beginning of a play of Gm(D, y, a) (in V) in which

 player II uses the strategy F;

 (b) foriea, Ai Drt, Tt7=Ti, ieK;
 (c) for j < i < y* tj < ti;
 (d) V[G] I= "'Ai[G] EE D+".

 (3) Similar to (2).

 The following proposition shows that it is possible to remove the assumptions on
 cofinality used in Proposition 1.9 (1).
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 1532 MOTI GITIK AND SAHARON SHELAH

 PROPOSITION 1.10. Suppose ii < A are regular cardinals, Q a i-complete forcing
 notion, IFQ "A is regular cardinal". Let DQ be the Q-name of the normalfilter on A
 which D generates in VQ. Assume that the following principle holds:

 (*)4KQ ()D KQ:

 (a) K is a set, its elements are of the form fi p = : i E T ), pi E Q, T = Tp E
 D +;

 (b) if q E Q. T Ez D+ then there is p- E K, AiE q < pi, T D Tp;
 (c) letrp = { i : pi E G } we assume pi IF rp e (DQ)+ (or just J-f rp V (DQ);
 (d) if p E K, T' C Tp, T' E D+ and AiET Pi < qi E Q thenfor some T" C T'

 and F= (r : i ET")EK /iCT, qi <ri;
 (e) for every q E Q, z such that q IF z E (DQ)+, there is p E K, pi ? q,

 q IFrp C T;
 (f) ( 0Q: i < A) E K, where 0Q is the minimal element of Q.

 If D is i'-presaturated then D Q is i-presaturated.

 REMARK 1.1 1. We can omit (b) and get only

 4GD Q IT" - is not ic-presaturated"

 if p E K.

 PROOF. Let K(*) < Kc, Ia, - {A : i < ia, } for ax < s.(*) are s.(*) Q-names
 of maximal antichains of (D Q)+ which form a counterexample to s.-presaturativity
 (i.e., at least some qo E P forces this).

 We define by induction on ax < ?(*) Ya, the function f I Ya: Ya ordinals and
 pV (v E Ya) such that
 (i) 3v EKlet v (pi : i E TV), Tv ED+;
 (ii) for every v E Ya and i E Tv qo < pi;
 (iii) ( TV: v E YO ) is a maximal antichain of D+;

 (iv) for v E Y, i E Tv, p' IkF "i E a 55 .

 (v) if q E Yfi, v E Y, /B < a, and Tv n T7 E D+ then for some CvQ, E D,

 (Vi E Tv n T, n Cv,) [p7 < pV];

 (vi) fl < a Y n YY = 0;
 (vii) for ,B <a, v E Y,

 q E Yfi: T7 n Tv E D+ }< A

 If j, v E Ufi<Q Yfi and T7 n Tv V D+, then we choose C~,v E D disjoint to
 TV n TV. (It occurs when q ,j v E Yfi.)

 Arriving at ac, let { fiv : v E Y., } be maximal such that (i), (ii), (iv), (v), (vi),
 (vii), holds and { TV: v E Yc, } is an antichain on D+ (not necessarily maximal).

 It suffices to prove that it is a maximal antichain, so let T E D+, T n Tv = 0
 modulo D for every v E YQ. As D is s.-presaturated, there is T' C T, T' E D+
 such that for every ,B < ac, { q E Yfi: T' n TF' E D+ } has cardinality < A, and let
 it be { ,j : j < i ? ) }. Let

 C = {5f<A:ifPIfl2 < a, il <6, j2 <6,then5 E C1flJJl2}
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 CARDINAL PRESERVING IDEALS 1533

 Now for each ,B < ae, let

 T= ={ E T': (3j< j1 )[ e T[ ']}.
 Then T' C T' and T' - T1 V D+ (as { TV: v E Yf } is a maximal antichain). Let

 T* = C n T' n n T1#.
 #<a

 So T'-T* - D+. Hence T* E D+, T* C T. For every56 E T* and /< a, there

 is a unique j] <(, 3 E T i"j (if ]l, j2 are candidates use the definition of C7t1 jl ,tp j2
 (there is one as 8 E T'). Now for /,h < ,B2 < a (for our 8) by the choice of C

 lfil'i < 2jP
 Pc < py

 Hence using sc-completeness of Q, we can find p6,

 7l<Q6 AP6j < p6.
 #<a

 Now ( p : 8 E T*) satisfies much, almost contradicting the maximality of { fiv
 v E Y } and non-maximality of { Tv: v E Ya } (and the choice of a f ). But
 repairing this is easy. Without loss of generality T* C T'O,0. Using (d) of (*)4KQ

 we obtain p' = (p' 8 E T') E K such that T' C T* and AiETa Pi < p. We
 have to take care of (iv). So we have p' =(p E Ta ) E K, y Ta n Tv 0

 (modulo D), P' satisfies everything except (v). Now W V' ? (D +)Q so for some
 r E Q r IF rp E (D +)Q. Hence for some r1, r < r1 E Q, and j the following holds:

 (*) rl 1F Tp ~~~~n AJa E D+.

 For each i E T* choose if possible p", p' < p" E Q p" IF "i E AJ".

 Set Tb { i: p7 is defined }. It is necessarily in D+ (otherwise this contradicts

 (*)). Applying (d) of (*)4QD we get a final p contradicting "Ya maximal but
 {Tv :v E Ya } is not".
 For Ol = 0, use (b) with our qO. -

 PROPOSITION 1.12. Let D, D1 be normalfilters over a regular cardinal A. Suppose
 that the following holds

 CDDI: for every T E D+, F(T) ={ < A: T nr6 isstationary} E D1+

 Let Q be a i'-closedforcing for a regular ii < A. Then in VQ CDDI is not forced to
 failprovided that

 (*)5KD Q

 (CX) (*)4KQ or (*)2KQ and
 (/31) for p E K

 {5 < A: 0 zk rp n05 stationary} E D1+

 and

 0 1P (D+)v C (DQ)+
 or
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 1534 MOTI GITIK AND SAHARON SHELAH

 (82) for p e K

 {5 < A 0 1 }p nz nonstationary} E Dt

 and Q satisfies A-c.c.

 PROOF. Suppose otherwise. Let

 1F "S E (DQ)+ and F(S) Q)+

 Set

 T = {i < A some pi forces "i c S"}.

 Using (d) forp (0: i < ) (see (f)) find r E K, r = (ri I i E T') suchthat
 T' C T and ri > pi. Then IF ,r- C S. If (,fll) holds, then we are done. If (f82) is true,
 then by A-c.c. of Q and normality of D1 find C E D1 so that I- "C n F(S) 0".
 Then also IF "C n F(zf) 0". The set

 { cz C I for some q6, q, 1F FF n 6 is stationary}

 is in Dt. Hence it is nonempty. So there isb E C such that q, 1F zF nb is stationary.
 But then

 q6 IkF "8 E F(Tr) andb E C"

 which contradicts the choice of C. -

 LEMMA 1.13. Suppose that /1 is a regular cardinal, A > /1 is an inaccessible Q

 Col(,u, <A), and D is a normalfilter on A. Let T E D+ and ( pI i E T) be
 a sequence of conditions in Q. Then there is C E D such that for every i E T n C

 Pi IF zp E (DQ)-+ where r - - i i :pi G }.

 PROOF. SetS { i E T: pi4 Jfrp E (DQ)+ }. If A- S E D, then let C = A - S.
 It will be as required since

 I- (T C r- and r - z C A - C)

 i.e., r and -rp are the same modulo DQ where = { i E T n C Pi E G}.
 Let us now assume that S E D+. For every i E S there is qi > pi qi 1F zp

 (DQ)+. Setr* - { i E S: qi E G }. Since Q satisfies A-c.c. and D is A-complete,
 there exists q forcing "r * C (D Q)+". Then for some q' > q, io E S q' > qjo. So

 q' F { i E S :qi E } e(DQ)+

 Hence q' IF "r- E (DQ)+". Which is impossible since qjo IF "zr ? (DQ)+".
 Contradiction. So S , D+. -

 REMARK 1.14. It is possible to replace the Levy collapse by any A-c.c. forcing.

 PROPOSITION 1. 15. Suppose that /1 is a regular cardinal ) > ,u is an inaccessible, Q

 is the Levy collapse Col(u, <)) and D, D1 are normalfilters over /. Then

 (1) (*)2KQ holds if {b < A I cf?, > ,} E D and we let

 K {(pi i T) I T DE Pi E Q};

 (2) (*)4KQ holds if we let

 K { (pi i i E Tn C) I T E D+, Pi E Q, C isasinLemma 1.13};
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 CARDINAL PRESERVING IDEALS 1535

 (3) (*)KXQ holds if

 {6<X cfb >?u} u D

 andK is as in (2);

 (4) (*)5KD1Q holds if

 { US< iIcfs < ,u }E D, { < i is an inaccessible }E DI

 and K is as in (2).

 PROOF. (1), (2), (3) Easy checking.

 (4) Suppose that in V CDDI holds. Let us show the condition (/32) of (*)5KD Q

 Letj3= (pi I i E T) eKand C EDI. Weshouldfindsomeo E Candq E Q
 q F- -p n0 is stationary.

 Using CDDI find an inaccessible s e C such that T n 6 is stationary and for every

 i < p Pi E Col(,u, <s). Now, as in Lemma 1.13, there is a stationary S C T n a
 such that every Pi (i E S) forces in Col(,, <o) that "p rn o is stationary". If
 D concentrates on ordinals of cofinality <,u, then without loss of generality all
 elements of T are of some fixed cofinality <,u. The forcing Col(,u, <i) is pu-closed,
 so it would preserve the stationarity of ( - n )Co1(/"<6). -

 COROLLARY 1.16. Let i be an inaccessible, u < i be a regular cardinal and Q

 Col(,u, <X). Then the following properties are preserved in the generic extension (i.e.,
 for any normalfilter D on-i)

 (1) i-presaturatedness, for , < u;
 (2) the existence of winning strategy for II in games defined in Definition 1.7 for

 Y ?< ;
 (3) the nonexistence of winning strategy for Ifor y < u;
 (4) reflection of stationary subsets of ordinals of cofinality <aU provided that). is

 Mahlo and in V the reflecting ordinals are inaccessibles.

 It is possible to use (4) in order to give an alternative to the Harrington-Shelah
 [12] proof of "every stationary subset of t2 consisting of ordinals of cofinality co
 reflects" from a Mahlo cardinal.

 Let i be a Mahlo cardinal. Use the Backward Easton iteration in order to add
 a+ Cohen subsets to every regular a < A. Now iterate the forcing for shooting
 clubs through compliments of nonreflecting subsets of

 {a < i f cfa }

 as it is done in [12]. Such forcing will preserve all the cardinals. Since it is possible
 to pick a submodel N such that s N n is an inaccessible cardinal and use
 Cohen subsets of s for the definition of N-generic clubs. We refer to [17] for similar
 construction with 0.

 Let us now give an example of a forcing notion satisfying the preservation condi-
 tions but not X-c.c. The forcing notion we are going to consider was introduced by
 J. Baumgartner [2] and in a slightly different form by U. Avraham [1].

 PROPOSITION 1.17. Suppose a < i are regular cardinals, V? < i (0<" < A), D is
 the closed unboundedfilter on i restricted to some cofinalities >?u (or to a stationary
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 1536 MOTI GITIK AND SAHARON SHELAH

 set consisting of ordinals of such cofinalities) and S e D is a stationary subset of X
 containing all ordinals of cofinality <eu. Let

 Q { A A is a set ofpairwise disjoint closed intervals C ) of cardinality <lU

 and [a, /B] e A implies a e S}

 orderedby inclusion (so IkQ "S containsa club CQ = {a Iforsomef [a/, ,] e GQ }").
 Define

 K -{(p I i T) T e DI, T C e S cf3 I j> }
 pie Qfor some] >i, [ij] pi

 andpilF3 e (DQ)+foreveryi e T}.

 Then (*)4KQ, (*)KQ, (*)3KQ hold.

 REMARK. Notice that for every s < X and p e Q there are q > p and [i, J] e q
 so that i < s < j. But if s , S then also i < s. This implies that CQ is a club
 contained in S.

 PROoF. Let (pi I i e T)besothatT eDI,

 T C {f s C S I cf s >},

 pi e Q and for some j > i, [i, 1] e pi. Let us show that W "r- is not stationary".
 Suppose otherwise. Let E be a name of a club such that I- E n -c - 0. For

 every i e T pick qi > pi forcing "i , E". Pick an increasing continuous sequence

 (Mi I i < X) of elementary submodels of some H(z) for z big enough so that
 IMiI < XandMi~O e X. Set C* = {f I M n -o . Clearly, C* isaclub.
 Pick 6* e C* n T. Then q* 1F * e E since otherwise for some a < 6*, r > q6*
 r IF E n F * C a. But since cf 2* > , and IrI < u, for some ,, a < ,B <
 there exists r' E Q n Mp, r' > rlb* forcing "E n * g a". But r' U r e Q, since
 r > qs* > ps* and [6*, j] e pp for some j > 6*. This leads to the contradiction.

 So for every pi as above some q e Q forces "zp is stationary". Now the arguments
 of Lemma 1.13 apply. So for every p = (pi i e T ) as above there exists C e D
 such that for every i e T n C pi IF -c e (DQ)I.

 Let us show that for any q e Q, T such that q IF- T e (D Q)+ there exists p e K,

 pi > q and q 1F "rp C T modulo (D Q)+". The set

 T=f{6forsomep6>q, p61Fk-3eTnCQ}

 isinD+. Butifp6, i[-s e CQi thenforsome5' [6, '] e p. Nowfix (p(j I e T)
 as above in order to obtain p E K as required.

 The checking of the rest of the conditions is routine. -

 What happens if D concentrates on small cofinality? Does forcing with Q of

 Proposition 1.17 preserve <,u-presaturedness? Strengthening the assumptions it is
 possible to obtain a positive answer. Namely the following holds.

 PROPOSITION 1.18. Let u, X, S, Q be as in Proposition 1.17, assume that D is a

 club filter restricted to some cofinality <,u (or to a stationary set of such cofinality)
 and there exists a set S-- e D consisting of ordinals of cofinality <,u andfor every
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 e E S- there is a set Aa c s, IA,1 < u consisting of ordinals of cofinality >?, and
 the following holds:

 (*) "foreveryclubC CA {f S- I sup(A nC) z} D".
 Let

 K { (pi i CE T) I T E D+ , pi E Q, T C S-,
 for every i E T (]a < i)(Vt E Ai-a)(]3q)([4, q] e pi)}

 Then (*)4 holds, where
 (l*4iX.Q

 S* = {b c S- I sup(A5 _-CQ) <}.

 REMARKS.

 (1) The property (*) is true in L and also it can be easily forced.

 (2) If we are interested only in a condition forcing <,u-presaturation then there is
 no need in S*.

 PROOF. Let us check that for p (Pi I i E T) E K X44 "OF is not stationary".
 Suppose otherwise, let C be a name of club disjoint to T13. Pick qi > pi forcing
 "i , C". Let (Ma a a < A) and C* be as in the previous proposition. Pick
 a* E c* n T such that otp(C* n a*) = a* and sup(A(* n C*) = a*. By the

 assumption qua* IF "6* V C". So for some r > q6 * and a < * r IF "C n a C al".
 But it is possible to finds e (A,* n C*) - a such that r 1i c Mb. So some r' > r 16,
 rl E Ma forces "C n a a". But r U r' c Q. Contradiction. -

 ?2. Constructions of cardinal preserving ideals. By Jech-Magidor-Mitchell-Prikry

 [13] it is possible to construct a model with a normal ju-preserving ideal over u+

 for any regular pu from one measurable. Actually NS>, can be such ideal. We shall
 examine here NS,'+ for r <,u and NS,,+.

 In order to formulate the results we need the following definition of [9]:

 DEFINITION 2.1. Let ? = (Y(a,9i) a , < y ) be a sequence of ultrafilters over a.
 Let s < y, p > 0 be ordinals and)i < a be a regular cardinal. Then

 (a) s is an up-repeat point for ? if for every A E S (a,3 ) there is 6 ', <6 5'< y
 such that A c Y(a, 6):

 (b) s is a (o, p)-repeat point for S if (al) cfs = and (a2) for every

 A en{Y(a,/3) 1? 3<5?+p}
 there are unboundedly many Us in , such that

 A E{ nY5(a,4 ) I? < < ?p}

 If ? is the maximal sequence of measures of the core model we will simply omit
 it.

 THEOREM 2.2. The exact strength of

 (1) "NS1,+ is -preserving for a regular pu > t2 + GCH" or;
 (2) "NS't2 is -preserving for a regular /u > t2 + GCH" or;

 (3) "NSP + is ~2-preserving for a regular ,u> t2 + GCH" or;
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 1538 MOTI GITIK AND SAHARON SHELAH

 (4) "NSHjj is t2-preservingfor a regular u > N + GCH"

 is the existence of an up-repeat point.

 PROOF. Use the model of [9] with a presaturated NS,< over an inaccessible K and

 the Levy collapse Col(,u, <K). By the results of Section 1, NS,< will be pu-preserving
 in the generic extension. -

 The rest of the section will be devoted to the construction of NS, co, -preserving
 from an (con, + + 1)-repeat point. The following theorem will then follow by results
 of [9], [10].

 THEOREM 2.3.

 (1) The existence ofan (, i+ + 1 )-repeat point is sufficientfor "NS,< iscol -preserving
 +i is an inaccessible +GCH".

 (2) The strength of "NS ? is wal -preserving +GCH"for a regular pu > t2 is (, Au)-
 repeat point.

 (3) The strength of "NS,+ is co,-preserving +GCH", where pu is a regular cardinal
 >82 is (O.,Y + 1)-repeat point.

 Suppose that U is a coherent sequence of ultrafilters with an (co, i+ + 1)-repeat
 point a at i,. Define the iteration 9 for z in the closure of

 {,; fi (f ,t=) or (/3 < r, and /3 is an inaccessible

 or /3 = y + 1 and y is an inaccessible) }.

 On the limit stages use the limit of [6]. For the benefit of the reader let us give a

 precise definition. See also a more recent presentation [11].

 Let A be a set consisting of as such that a < i, and a > o (a) > 0. Denote by A'

 the closure of the set { a + 1 I a E A } U A. For every a E A' define by induction
 9a to be the set of all elements p of the form (p I y E g) where

 (1) g is a subset of anA.

 (2) g has an Easton support, i.e., for every inaccessible /3< oa, /l > domg n /l;
 (3) foreveryy E domg p y = (pp E y ng) E 9y, andp y it 44" E Q',-.

 Letp (py y E g), q (q , I ye f ) be elements of9a. Thenp > q (pis
 stronger than q) if the following holds:

 (1) gDf
 (2) for every y E f p [y IFS, "pa, > q,, in the forcing Q2,"
 (3) there exists a finite subset b of f so that for every ye f -- b, p [y F 44py >* q),

 in Q;,", where *> is the direct extension ordering of Qy.
 If b 0, then let p >* q.

 Suppose that z is an inaccessible and St is defined. Define 95+?. Let C(c+) be
 the forcing for adding c?+-Cohen subsets to z, i.e.,

 { f E V I f is a partial function from -+ x z into z, If V <

 and for every /3 < c+ { /3' I (/3, /3') E dom f } is an ordinal}.

 91+1 will be

 9T * C(-+) * (z, oU(z)),
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 where 9(r, oU(z)) is the forcing of [6, 7] with the slight change described below.
 The change is in the definition of U(z, y, t) the ultrafilter extending U(z, y) for

 y < o7(z) and a coherent sequence t or more precisely in the definition of the
 master conditions sequence. Let

 j4: V* Nh V/U(zl)

 for fi < oU(z). Pick some well ordering W of VJ7, for a big enough i so that for

 every inaccessible 5 < i, WI V6: Van +-- 5. Let y be some fixed ordinal below oU(z).
 Let us for a while drop the indices z, y in jy, NY.

 Let KDo y' < c+ ) be the j ( W)-least enumeration of all E-dense open subsets

 of j(_9z * C(c+)) which are in N. Where a subset D of a forcing notion 4 E-dense
 is if for every p E 4 there exists q E D which is an Easton extension of p. Define

 an E-increasing sequence (pa,, I y' < -c+) of elements of /(,) * C(j(r)+)/_9T+ so
 that for every y' < c+p;,' there will be a j(W)-least E-extension of ( p,,, I y" < y')
 in D y compatible with j"(G n C(T+)).

 Now as in [6, 7] set A E U(z, y, t) if for some r in the generic subset of _' * C (z+),
 some y' < z+, a name A of A and a 9 * C(c)-name T, in N

 rDn {(t, T)}U U IF y EI[ (A

 Note that the set D = {q (IC E j(A) } is E-dense and it belongs to N. So it
 appears in the list (Dy, I y' < -c+). Hence some pa, is in D.

 Let G be a generic subset of 9, * C (K+). Recall that by [7] the sequence

 ( U(yy',0) I Y < ? (y) )

 is commutative Rudin-Keisler increasing sequence of ultrafilters, for every y.
 Now let

 j*: V[G] - M* - V[G]I/ U(/S, y, 0).

 Then M* M[j* (G)] for a model M of ZFC which is contained in M*. We would
 like to have the exact description M.

 The next definition is based on the Mitchel notion of complete iteration see
 [15, 14, 16].

 DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose that N is a model of set theory, V a coherent sequence

 in N, r, is a cardinal. The complete iteration j: N -* M of V at K will be the direct
 limit of j,,: N -* Mv, v < ?, for some ordinal fK, where ?K, j,, M, are defined
 as follows. Set MO N, jo = id, VO = V, Co((o,/) 0 for all a and fi. If
 0 v (K) = 0, then ?, 1. Suppose otherwise:

 CASE 1. O0 (K,) is a limit ordinal.

 If jV, MI,, Vv Cl, are defined then set

 jJ111+1: MI, __ Ml,+, Ma,, /IV,, (GIN) 5 flv) 5

 where o,, is the minimal ordinal a so that

 (i) a > A;;
 (ii) a is less than the first a,' > r, with o V(,KI) > O;
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 (iii) for some fi < o7} (a) C,! (a, A) is bounded in a and IAB, is the minimal fi
 satisfying (iii) for ca,.

 If there is not such an o,, then set i, = v, = J,, M = M, C = C,. Define

 CV1to.,,,= C,, I(ot.V, l,,)5 01v+1 = Jv,.+1 (a. )

 0 ))=(~~~~Cv (a V I X,), if fl74 l,B,
 Cl, (ao,,, /) U {a ?}, if /= /A.

 CASE2. o'7(K) = + 1.

 Define jl,, M,,, Vv, and C,, as in Case 1, only in (ii) let a be less than the image of
 K under the embedding of N by V(K, T).

 THEOREM 2.5. Let j*: V[G] - M* be

 (a) the ultrapower of V[G] by the uiltrafilter U(-c, y, 0)

 or

 (b) the direct limit of the ultrapowers with the Rudin-Kiesler increasing sequence of

 the ultrafilters ( U(-c, y', 0) I y' < y).

 Then M* is a generic extension of M, where M is the complete iteration of U (I, a} ?1)
 at T, if (a) holds. and of U"l (T, y) at T, if (b) holds.

 MAIN LEMMA. Let M be as in the theorem and let i be the canonical embedding of
 V into M. Then there is G* C i(Q, * C(K+)) so that G* E V[G] and G* is M[G]
 generic.

 PROOF. Let us prove the lemma by induction on the pairs (T, y) ordered lexico-
 graphically Suppose that it holds for all (T, y') < (K, a). Let us prove the lemma
 for (K, y).

 CASE 1. O = +1.

 Let N be the ultrapower of V by U(, a) and j: V - N the canonical embed-
 ding. We just simplify the previous notations, where N N., j = J, . Then M is
 the complete iteration of j ( U) K + 1 at K in N if a' is a limit ordinal, or for successor
 a', the above iteration should be performed co-times in order to obtain M. Let us
 concentrate- on the first case; similar and slightly simpler arguments work for the
 second one.

 Denote by k: N -* M the above iteration. Then the following diagram is
 commutative

 N

 V k

 M

 By the inductive assumption there exists G' E N[G] M-generic subset of

 961,(,) * C((k(.))+).
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 If a' = 0 then k(a') = oi(U)(k(K)) = 0 and C(k(K)+) is only the forcing used
 over k(K). Suppose now that a/ > 0. Then k(a&) > 0 and the forcing over k(K)
 is C(k(K)+) followed by 9(k(K), k(a')). Let us define in N[G] a M[G']-generic
 subset of _9(k(K), k(a')). Recall that a generic subset of _9(k(K), k(a')) can be

 reconstructed from a generic sequence bk(,) to k(K), where bk(,) is a combination
 of a cofinal in k(K) sequences so that bk-)({n}) is a sequence appropriate for

 the ultrafilters i (U) (k (K), 6) with s on the depth n. We refer to [7] for detailed
 definitions.

 Let us use the indiscernibles of the complete iteration C in order to define bk(,).

 Namely, only ( C(k(K),) | 6 < k(a') ) will be used.
 Set

 bk(,,) ={(-c, n, a)|n < co, < k (,) +, -c < k (r),

 for some s < k (a') coded by (n, A) in sense of [7] T E C((k (), )) }.

 Let G" be the subset of _9(k(K), k(a')) generated by bk(,,). Let us show that G"
 is M[G']-generic subset. Let D E M[G'] be a dense open subset of _9(k(K), k(a'))
 and D its canonical name. Since M is the direct limit for some v less than the length

 of the complete iteration, for some Dv E M,, D is the image of Dv. Let us work in
 M,. Denote by G. the appropriate part of G' and by t a coherent sequence which
 generates bk(,<) la,. Let k,,: M -* M, be the part of the complete iteration k on the
 step v.

 CASE2. cfm (kv (a')) < kv (a').

 Then k, (a') changes its cofinality to cfM (k1, (a')) after the forcing with

 96 (k, (r), kvo).

 For every T so that (t, T) E 9A(k, (K), kv(a')), there exists i < cfm' (kv(a')) and
 T* so that (t, T*) is a condition stronger than (t, T) and (t, T*) forces

 "some (t', T') E Dv with t' on the level i is in the generic set".

 In order to find such T* just use the k, (a')-completeness of the ultrafilters involved
 in the forcing 3 (kv(K), kv(a')) and the Prikry property. Now for every t' E T*
 which is appropriate for i or some j > i there exists T' such that (t', T') E Dv. The
 same property remains true for k,,, (T*) for every v < v' < length of the iteration
 k. Pick v' > v to be large enough in order to contain elements of bk(,) appropriate

 for i. Let t' be a coherent sequence generating bk(,) lav,. It is possible to pick such
 t' in k,,,(T*). But then for some T' (t', T' n kvw(T*)) E k1, / (D,). The image of
 (t', T' n kv, (T*)) under the rest of the iteration will be in G".

 CASE 3. cfm' (kv (a')) = k, (a').

 Then k,, (a') changes its cofinality to co.
 For every T so that (t, T) E Y (kv (K), kv (a')) there exist n < co and T* so that

 (t, T*) is a condition stronger than (t, T) and (t, T*) forces "some (t', T') E Db,
 with t' containing the first n' elements of the canonical co-sequence to kv (), is in
 the generic set".
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 Pick v' > v in order to first reach n elements of the canonical co-sequence to k (K).
 Then proceed as in Case 2.

 CASE 4. cf m,(k, (a')) = (k, (0l) + in Mv.

 Let D be a dense open subset of 9(kv(K), ki,(a')). Set

 D' (p, T) E g9 (kv (K), kv ((x')) I for some level as < (kv ()+

 for every Ki.. n) such that En E SUCT.p (P 1, . n - I))
 for some u > 6. (o ( .)) EE D}.

 CLAIM. D' is a dense open.

 The proof is similar to Lemma 3.11 of [6]. Define D1 = D', for every n < co set

 Dn+1 = D' and finally Do nn<s, Dn.

 CLAiM. For every condition (p, T) there exists a stronger condition (p, T*) in D,.

 We refer to Lemma 1.4 [6] for the proof. Just replace a there by "e D ".

 Let (t, T*) E D.o. Then for some n (t, T*) E Dn. Now by simple induction
 it is possible to show that there is 6 < (kv(K))+ so that for every 4 E SucT*6(t)

 (tn (4), Tt*n (>)ED .
 Now pick a large enough part of the iteration k to reach the level s. Continue as

 in Case 2.

 It completes the definition of a generic subset of Sk(,)+1. Let us refer to it as

 Gk(,)+l. We now turn to the construction of the generic object for the forcing
 between k(K) + 1 and i(S) + 1. Let us define it by induction on 65, k(K) + 1 < as <
 i (K) + 1. Suppose that for every 6' < s a M-generic subset Gay of , is defined in
 V[G]. Define G6.

 If there is some T > s and an indiscernible T' for it T' < 6, then use the inductive
 assumptions to produce G6. Suppose now that there is no T, c' as above. Notice,
 that then s = k(6*) for some s* < 6. Let us split the proof according to the
 following two cases.

 CASEA. 6 ='?+ 1.

 Then

 6 / Q5, = C (6+) * 9( o-()()

 if ok(U) (6) > 0 and D/G6, = C ( + ) otherwise. So G6 will be Gj,, * (G' * G"), where
 G" may be empty.

 Let us define first G' C C (6+). We use as inductive assumption that k(p,1) 16 E G6,
 for every v < K+ where (p, I v < K+ ) is the master condition sequence for
 U(K,a,0). Set

 GI = Uf k(pl,)(6S) I C(6S+) I v < S }.

 Let us check that G' is M[G6, ]-generic subset of C (&+). Suppose that D E M[G6,]
 is a dense open subset of C (6+). Let D be a canonical P6,-name of D. By the
 assumption on s there are indiscernibles ', < a,,, < ... < a < U such that the
 support of D is a subset of {K, a,,,, ..., a, }. Since the forcing C(6+) is s-closed D
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 can be replaced by it dense open subset with support K alone. Let us assume that
 D is already such a subset. Then D = k(D*) for dense open D* E N subset of
 C((6*)+). By the choice of the master condition sequence for some v < a+

 p l|3| * l! P( )|C((a*)+) E DQ

 But this implies

 k(p,,)(6)jC(6+) E D.

 So G' n D # 0.

 Suppose now that ok(U7)(6) > 0. We need to define G" a M[G Q5, * G']-generic
 subset of SD 0k(U() (5)) In this case s is a limit of indiscernibles, i.e., C (S, T) is

 unbounded in s for every T < ok(U) (s)). So we are in the situation considered
 above. The only difference is that some p's may contain information about the

 generic sequence b6 to 6. In order to preserve k(p,,) 16 + 1 in the generic set, we
 need to start be according to k (p,,) (6). Notice, that further elements of the master
 condition sequence do not increase the coherent sequence given by p,'.

 CASE B. s is a limit ordinal.

 Set

 G6,{ p E 3%X4 | for every' < s p16'E G& '}.

 Let us show that G6 is M-generic subset of S Consider two cases.

 CASE B. 1. There are unboundedly many in 6 indiscernibles for ordinals > 6.

 Since s - k (6*), s is a limit of indiscernibles for 6. Then s is measurable in M
 and the direct limit is used on the stage 6. Let ( -ci i < A) be a cofinal sequence of
 indiscernibles.

 Let D E M be a dense open subset of 9 Then

 { T < I D n H(T) is a dense open subset of UT/< <AT/ }

 contains a club in M. The sequence (-ci I i < A) is almost contained in every club
 of M so there is io such that D n -9,T is dense. But then GTO n D 4 0. Hence

 G6 n D # 0.

 CASE B.2. There are only boundedly many in 6 indiscernibles for ordinals > 6.

 Then, since s = k(6*), there is no indiscernibles for ordinals > s below s. So
 there are unboundedly many in s ordinals T which are in the range of k.

 Let D be a dense open subset of Y',4 in M. Define

 D' = { p E j,; | for some f <s plI IF "p,- ED/Gp3" }.

 Set Do = D, D,+, = D' for every n < co and let D,, = Un<co Dn-

 CLAIM B.2. 1. Do is E-dense subset of 3,.
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 PROOF. Let p E 2P define p* > p as in Lemma 1.4 [6] where a is replaced by
 belonging to D, Suppose that p* , D,. Then there is p' E DC,, p' > p*. Let
 fli E dom p* n dom p' be the last on which an information about cofinal sequences
 is added. But then for some p" E S@,

 p//np*(/3) U- p* \ fl E D1/G/j.

 Then, as in Lemma 1.4 [6], it is possible to go down until finally for some n and

 some p" E 9%nin(dom 1-* )

 p// Ik p* (E DI, /Ginin(domp1* )

 which contradicts the definition of p*.

 It is enough to show that G6 n D,, 7 0. Since then, for some n, G6 n D, 74 0
 Now use the fact that all initial segments of Gal are M-generic. So let us prove for

 every E-dense set D that G,6 n D 7? 0. Without loss of generality we can assume that
 D is in the range of k, since it is always possible to find some T < s in the range of
 k above the support of D and the intersection of T E-dense open subsets of _(j/G,
 is E-dense open.

 Let D* E N be an E-dense open subset of 9,5* so that k(D*) = D. By the
 definition of the master condition sequence (p, I v < a+ ), for some To < a+
 Pvo 16 * E D *. Then k (p, 6) 1 E D. But, by the choice of ( G, I' < 6 ) k (p O) 1' E
 Gal for every 5' < 3. So k(po) 1e c G6.

 So G6 is an M-generic subset of _9,5. It completes Case B and hence also Case 1
 of the lemma.

 CASE 5. af is a limit ordinal.

 Use the inductive assumption and the definitions of the generic sets of Case 1.
 Define a generic subset of 9;k(.,) as in Case B. 1.

 Let G* E VJ[G] be the M-generic subset of gi(,) * C(i(K)+) defined in the Main
 Lemma. Then G* n -9, * C(K+) = G and for every v < si i(p,,) E G*. Define
 the elementary embedding i*: V[G] ) M[G*] by i*(a[G]) (i(a))[G*]. Then
 i*I V = i, i*(G) and, if

 U* = {A C K K E i*(A)}

 then U* = U(K, a, 0). So the following diagram is commutative

 M[G*]
 A

 V[G]

 Mar= V[G]K7U

 where W([f]u*) = i*(t)(K).
 It remains to show that # id. Notice, that it is enough to prove that every

 indiscernible in C is of the form i*(f)(K) for some f e V[G]. Examining the
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 construction of G*, it is not hard to see that every indiscernible is an element of the
 generic sequence b(s for some s E k"(N).

 So indiscernibles are interpretations of forcing terms with parameters in k"(N).

 But such elements can easily be represented by functions on K in V[G]. Let ,u E C

 and u (t (G))[G *] for s - k (G *), where t is a term. Let * = [f]U(A a) for some
 K: - * K, f E V. Defineafunctiong E V[G]onKasfollows: g(T) t(f(r))[G].
 Then

 i* (g)(K) = t(t(f)(K))[G*] = (t(Q))[G*] = -1
 Let us now turn to the construction of cw-preserving ideal. Suppose that a* is an

 (co, a+ + 1)-repeat point for U in V. Let a* < a < a* + a+ be an ordinal. Denote

 by M* the complete iteration of jcj(U) I ((ja (K), (jc (a* + K+)) in N . Let ia. ka
 be the canonical elementary embeddings making the diagram

 N.<

 G k

 Ma

 commutative.

 As in the Main Lemma find in V[G] a S9(K, al)-name of a Ma-generic subset G'
 of

 so that each k(p, ) E G' for v < K+, where (po I v < K+ ) is the master con-
 dition sequence for U(ii, ar, 0). Let G" be obtained from G' by removing all the

 information on the generic subset of C(ioX(K+)) except ia" (G n C(K+)).
 We shall define a presaturated filter U* (K, ar) on K in V[G] extending U(K, ar) so

 that

 (i) all generic ultrapowers of U* (K, ar) are generic extensions of Ma;
 (ii) every set U(K, ar, 0) is U* (K, al)-positive.

 Property (i) will insure that the forcing for shooting clubs over ij (K) will be
 K-closed forcing. Property (ii) is needed for the iteration of forcings for shooting
 clubs over K in V[G].

 Denote G n Ad by G and G n C(K+) by G. Let G(v) denote the v-th function
 of G for v < K+. Let j* be the embedding of V[G] into the ultrapower of V[G] by
 U(K, ar, 0). Let ( ra,, v < Ka+ be the list of all the indiscernibles for i, (K) of the
 complete iteration used to define Ma. For every 4 < extend G to G* by adding

 to G" conditions 4 + v + 1, K, avQ) for every v < K+, i.e., the 4 + v + 1 generic
 function moves K to a,,.

 Define a filter U* (K, a) on K in V[G] as follows:
 A C K belongs to U*(K, a) if and only if for some r E G some r' such that

 0 H- r' E G", for every p E C(jj(K+))(0) such that in N,[j*(G)] p , j*(6(O)).
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 and for some r* such that 0 H- r* E G* in MI

 r U 13(t<a) U p U r* IF-3D K E j(4)

 where sp(p) < K+ is the minimal such that pl 1 j*(G(O)), fore6 the s(p) member
 of some fixed enumeration of jc (K).

 CLAIM 1. U(K,Oa,0) D U*(K, a).

 PROOF. Let A E U(K, ar, 0), then for some v < K+ some r, (0, T) E a(), oin
 NAc

 rU{(0,T)}Up, 1k IF e jK(4).

 Let us split p,, into three parts P1 = Pj ib'y, P2 p,, n C(j, K+))(O) and p3
 the rest of p,,. Then, using kV, in Ma

 r U {(0, T)} U ka(p1,) I- k E i(4)

 Extend P2 to some p', still remaining in the master condition sequence, in order to
 make its domain above all the indices of the generic sequences listed in p3. Extend

 p2 to some Pj E C (jc (K+)) (0) which is incompatible with a member of the master
 condition sequence. Then, using kV, in M*

 r u {(0, T)} U ka(p1) U ka(p") U kc(P3) is kE i(A)

 By the definition of U* (K, Or), it implies that A is a U * (K, al)-positive set.
 So every member of U(K, ar, 0) is U*(K, al)-positive. The fact that U(K, ar, 0) is

 an ultrafilter completes the proof of the claim.

 CLAIM 2. U* (N, af) is normal precipitous cardinal preservingfilter and its generic
 ultrapower is a generic extension of Ma.

 PROOF. Let U = U* (K, a) n V[G, C(0)]. The arguments of Theorem 1 show
 that a generic ultrapower by U is isomorphic to a generic extension of the com-

 plete iteration of No with j, ( U) lj, (Ks) above Ks. Actually the forcing with U is
 isomorphic to _7(r, a&) followed by C (j (Es+))(O) (in the sense of this iteration)
 over V[G, 6 (0)]. Clearly, the generic function form j, (E,+) into j, (E,+) produced
 by this forcing is incompatible with j* (0)) which belongs to V[G, G (0)].

 Now the forcing with U* (,s, a) over V[G] does the following: First it picks
 p E C(j,(EK+))(O) incompatible with j*(6(O)) and then G* is added. G*
 insures that a generic ultrapower is a generic extension of Mt. So the forcing with
 U* (K, a) is isomorphic to _6(r, a) followed by a portion of C(ic(iK+)), which is
 e-closed.

 Force over V[G] with the forcing Q, which is the Backward-Easton iteration of
 the forcings adding 6 +-Cohen subsets to every regular < es with 0u (s) > 0. Fix
 a generic subset H of Q,. All the filters U* (K, a) extend in the obvious fashion in
 V[G, H]. Let us use the same notations for the extended filters.

 Set

 F=n{U*(KI i a*<a< a*+ K+}.
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 Then F is a < es-preserving filter in V[G, H] and forcing with it is isomorphic to

 A (&,a) (for some a, a* < a < a* + es+) followed by es-closed forcing. Let us
 shoot clubs through elements of F, then through the sets of generic points and so
 on, as was done in [5, 9]. Denote this forcing by B. Let R be its generic subset over

 V[G, H]. We shall show that NS, is cwi1-preserving ideal in V[G, H, R]. The forcing
 with NS, consists of two parts:

 (a) embedding of B into -9 (E, a);
 (b) (Es-closed forcing) *(it (B)/i"1 (R)).

 By the choice of it (E,), the forcing it (B) is a shooting club through sets containing

 a club (the club of indiscernibles for it (E,)). So it is es-closed forcing and part (b)
 does not cause any problem.

 Let us examine part (a) and show that this forcing preserves co,. Recall that B is
 the direct limit of ( Bp I /3 < ,+ ) where each Bp is of cardinality es and for a limit
 /3, Bp = the direct limit of Bp, (/3' < /3), if cf ,= and Bp = the inverse limit of
 Bp, (/3' </3) otherwise. The forcing of (a) is

 ={2 E V[G, H] I for some fl < es+ 7r is an embedding of Bp into 9A(K',co) }.

 For r1i, 7z2 -9A let 7r, > 7z2 if 7r1 dom7E2 = 7E2.

 CLAIM. NS, is an t), -preserving ideal in V[G, H, R].

 PROOF. Suppose otherwise. Then for some a* < a < a* + Es+ some condition in

 the forcing _7(r, a)* (the forcing isomorphic to the adding of r,+-Cohen subsets of
 es+) *37 over V[G, H] forces c1 to collapse. Let us assume that the empty condition
 already forces this. Consider the case when I[K(, a) cf is-A. The remaining cases
 are simpler.

 Let S be a V[G, H]-generic subset of 37 (Es, a) * (r,+-Cohen subsets of e,+). Denote

 V[G, H, S] by V. Let f be a 97-name in V of a function from co to co'. Pick an
 elementary submodel N of (H((A), e, B, a, f ), for A big enough, satisfying the
 following three conditions:

 (1) INI = K;
 (2) N D H v' (E<);
 (3) N n K+ 6 for some s such that cfV[GH] U

 Then B n N = Be. Also B6 is a direct limit of ( B-, I 6' < s). Pick in V[G, H]
 a cofinal sequence (~ b I /3 < es) to s and in V a cofinal sequence ( Tn I n < co) to
 es. Consider the subsets of es, ( / 3 f < e, ) such that B6 +1 /B6, is the forcing for
 shooting club into Ap. Assume for simplicity that all Aps are in V. Let

 A =A<,A ={y < e I forevery < y, y E A}.
 The Aps and A are in

 n{ u(i, Y) I a* < Y < a* + k+}

 Pick 7ro E o7 n N deciding the value of f (0). Without loss of generality dom 7Eo

 B0+l +for some /3o < s. Let no be the least n < co such that o,,, > /3o. Denote 6,,
 by so. Let Co be the generic club through Ago defined by 7ro and S. As in Lemma
 3.6 [9], it is possible to find an element of the generic sequence to es, c (O) E A - Tno
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 such that C n r is a V[Glz(O), Hls(0)]-generic club through A n z. Choosing z(0)
 more carefully, it is possible to also satisfy the following

 A n r (O) = A:<(0)(Ap n r(0)).

 Now pick ro E 37 n N to be an extension of 2ro with domain B5, such that the clubs
 of ir' intersected with r (0) are V[G Ir (O), H it (0)]-generic for B,5 -c (O). It is possible
 since N satisfies condition (2).

 Now find in N an extension ic, of iro deciding f (1). Define icj and z(1) as above.

 Continue the process for all n < co. Finally set 7c = Uni<. 7En It is enough to
 show that 7r E 37, since then 2r IF f E V1. Let us prove that 7r and S produce a
 V[G, H]-generic subset of By. Suppose that 9 E V[G, H] is a dense subset of By.
 Then

 X { -c < K n H(r) is a dense subset of B6, Ie }

 contains a club in V[G, H]. Since the generic sequence to es is almost contained in
 every club of V[G, H], for some n < co, r(n) E X. But then the generic subset
 produced by ir/ intersects Gr. So the same is true for ir.

 Let us now turn to successor cardinals. We would like to make NS, co, preserving
 for es = u+ for a regular ,u > 81. It is possible to use the model constructed above,
 collapse es to u+ and apply the results of Section 1. But an (co, es+ + 1)-repeat point
 was used in the construction of the model. It turns out that an (wu u + 1)-repeat

 point suffices for NS,,+ and an (co, u)-repeat point for NS,,+ { Ia < A+ I cf a <j }.
 On the other hand, precipitousness of NS1? implies an (c, ,u)-repeat point, by [9].

 Let us preserve the notations used above. Assume that ,u < es is a regular cardinal

 and some a* < ou(r,) is an (co,,u + 1)-repeat point. Let G be a generic subset of
 37,< * C (r,+). Over V[G] instead of the forcing Q., in the previous construction,
 use Col(u, e,) the Levy collapse of all the cardinals z, ,u < z < es on ,u. Let H be
 a generic subset of Col(,u, e,). Denote by H(z) the generic function from 'u on z
 where c E (u, es).

 Now the forcing for shooting clubs should come. In order to prevent collapsing
 cardinals by this forcing, j (X,) was made a limit of e,+ indiscernibles for the measures

 {U(," a) I a* < a < a + r<+ }

 But now we have only ,u measures. So the best we can do is to make j(i') a limit
 of ,u indiscernibles and then its cofinality in V will be ,u < es. It looks slightly
 paradoxical since usually cf j(i) = a+, but it is possible by [8]. In order to explain
 the idea of [8] which will be used here let us give an example of a precipitous ideal

 I on co, so that:

 (*) IFS~~~~~lk+ 99cf (j (com) = C),,

 Example. Suppose that es is a measurable cardinal. Let U be a normal measure

 on es and j: V -, N V' / U the canonical embedding. Let S, be the Backward-
 Easton iteration of the forcings C(a+) for all regular a < es. Let Gs * Hs be a

 generic subset of V. Collapse Es to co, by the Levy collapse. Let R, be V[G,. * Hj-
 generic subset of Col(c1, e,). Denote V[G,. * H, * Rs] by V1. We shall define a
 precipitous ideal satisfying (*) in V1.
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 Let jo = j, No = N, 'Ko = E, UO = U. Set N = N6of(K)/jo(U), ',l = jO(,),
 U1 = jo(U) and let ji: No -) N1 be the canonical embedding. Continue the
 definition for all n < co. Set ,, N,, to be the direct limit of ( jl, N, n < co ). Then

 (E<)W = Unto, K -. Set K,,, = joI (X). Notice, that

 U(j (Es)) = (KE) and U(ji+ I ((K) )

 So U(j//(K+)) = (-+)N(V
 Define a filter U* in V[G,. * H,,R] as follows:

 A E U* if and only if for some r E G.< * H.< * R for some n < wt) in NO

 rUp,, I- k KE j(14)

 where Pn is the name of condition in the forcing C (fj0 (X,+)) defined as follows:

 let h be the name of the generic function from co onto (Es+) I in

 Col(co, jc0(i,))/G,. * H, * R,

 Set

 Pn = f 00c (0()) , r" r'), j(j,,)(h(1) 'K, '2), sj(j,,)((n)), K< K1+0 )}

 The meaning of the above is that the value on es of jcw_ (h (m))th function from j1) (14)
 to jO_ (14) is forced to be K'Zni+1.

 It is not difficult to see now that U* is a normal precipitous ideal on co, and a
 generic ultrapower with it is isomorphic to a V[GJ * H.< * Rj-generic extension of
 No_)[GKG, H., R.<]. Also for a generic embedding j*, j* V = j, Hence j* (r,) = ro_,
 which is of cofinality co in V.

 As in [1 3], it is possible to extend U* to the closed unbounded filter with the same
 property. Using the Namba forcing, it is possible to construct a precipitous ideal
 satisfying (*) on 82. Starting from a measurable which is a limit of measurable, it is
 possible to build such an ideal over an inaccessible or even measurable. Since then
 it is possible to change the cofinality of the ordinal of cofinality es+ to co in N and
 that is what was needed to catch all r, s in the above construction. We do not know
 if one measurable is sufficient for a precipitous ideal satisfying (*) over r > .

 Note also that by Proposition 1.5 if I is A-preserving, then cf v j1(14) > A. In
 particular, if I is presaturated then cf' 1j(',) = r+.

 Let us now return to the construction of NS,,+ cwi-preserving. Let a* < a <
 a + ju be an ordinal. Define M* as in the construction of NS,, cwI -preserving for
 an inaccessible 1s. Now cfv it (Es) will be ju. We shall define, in V[G, H], U* (1a, a)
 extending U (Es, a) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) from page 1545. To do so simply
 combine the definition there with the definition of the example. We leave the details
 to the reader. The rest of the construction does not differ from an inaccessible
 cardinal case.

 The above results give equiconsistency for NS,,. (singular) and NS,., but for
 14 > 12. For X = 82, we do not know if the assumption of the existence of an

 (co, co, + l)-repeat point (or of an (co, co )-repeat point for NS1 ?) can be weakened.

 By [5], a measurable is sufficient for the precipitousness of NSs ? and a measurable of

 order 2 for NSN2. Let us show that co, -preservingness requires stronger assumptions.
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 LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that i, > 81 is a regular cardinal, 2' = E,+, 21? = FtI. I
 is a normal co, -preserving ideal over i, so that { a < ri, cf a } c I. Then
 ET o(z) > 2 in the core model.

 PROOF. Without loss of generality, assume that --E o(a&) = a++. Denote by

 X (T) the core model with the maximal sequence F. We refer to Mitchell papers
 [15, 14] for the definitions and properties of X 'Z (?) that we are going to use.

 The set

 A a{ < es a & is regular in Z(?) and of cofinality cw in V }

 is I-positive. If the set

 A* a{ E A I a is not measurable in X(,) }

 is bounded in Es, then o(r,) > 2. Suppose otherwise. Let j: V - M be a generic

 elementary embedding so that the set { a < es I cf a = co } belongs to a generic
 ultrafilter GI. Then j (A *) is unbounded in j (E). Pick the mimimal a E j (A*) -

 CLAIM. Cf'( ~) (ar) (E+().

 PROOF. Suppose otherwise. Then, since a is regular in 5 (F) and j If(F) is an
 iterated ultrapower of %(F) by F. & is a limit indiscernible of this iteration. By
 Proposition 1.5 WM n V[GI] C M. Since a is not a measurable in X(j(F)), it

 implies that cfx(F) a > cw. But then, using 'M n V[GI] C M and the arguments

 of [14] and [9], we obtain some z with oF(z) > (c1)e(F

 By [14], (K,+)(F) - (K+)V. But in V[GI], cf a = co and hence cf (r, v = co
 which contradicts Proposition 1.5.

 LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that K > 1 is a regular cardinal, 2' = E+, 21 - bt and I
 is a normal co1 -preserving ideal. If there exists an co-club C so that every a E C is

 regular in X(F), then 3z oF () > wi in %(f).

 The proof is similar to Lemma 2.6; just consider the co, th member of j(C) - e.

 THEOREM 2.8. Assume GCH, if NS'2? is co-preserving then ET oF () > co, in

 T (F)pL

 The proof follows from Lemma 2.7.
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